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Abstract:
It has always been one of the major goals in surface science to experimentally determine surface and
interface structures. It has been demonstrated, in this thesis work, that three-dimensional images of the
surface and interface structures can be obtained directly by means of photoelectron holography without
any model calculations.

In the application of photoelectron holography to the study of the technologically important
semiconductor interfaces, three systems have been chosen, Si(100)-Se:lxl, Si(100)-Al:2x2, and
Si(100)-Mg:2x2. Of the three systems studied, selenium adsorbates are found to occupy the bridge
sites. Selenium adsorbates have totally removed the reconstruction formed by surface silicon atoms,
and the silicon surface is changed from single-domain to double-domain under the influence of
selenium atoms, which implies that selenium atoms react with the silicon surface and etching occurs
during the adsorption process. Aluminum on Si(100) has been a long-standing issue regarding the
orientation of Al ad-dimers with respect to the underlying Si dimers. Photoelectron holographic
imaging results of Si(100)-Al:2x2 clearly show that Al adsorbates form parallel ad-dimers. This is first
time that photoelectron holographic imaging technique has been applied to a totally unexplored system,
Si(100)-Mg:2x2. The image results successfully show that magnesium adsorbates occupy the four-fold
hollow sites. In conjunction with LEED study, an interfacial structure is obtained. 
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ABSTRACT

It has always been one of the major goals in surface science to experimentally 
determine surface and interface structures. It has been demonstrated, in this thesis work, 
that three-dimensional images of the surface and interface structures can be obtained 
directly by means of photoelectron holography without any model calculations.

In the application of photoelectron holography to the study of the technologically 
important semiconductor interfaces, three systems have been chosen, Si(IOO)-Se: 1x1, 
Si(100)-Al:2x2, and Si(100)-Mg:2x2. Of the three systems studied, selenium adsorbates 
are found to occupy the bridge sites. Selenium adsorbates have totally removed the 
reconstruction formed by surface silicon atoms, and the silicon surface is changed from 
single-domain to double-domain under the influence of selenium atoms, which implies 
that selenium atoms react with the silicon surface and etching occurs during the 
adsorption process. Aluminum on Si(IOO) has been a long-standing issue regarding the 
orientation of Al ad-dimers with respect to the underlying Si dimers. Photoelectron 
holographic imaging results of Si(100)-Al:2x2 clearly show that Al adsorbates form 
parallel ad-dimers. This is first time that photoelectron holographic imaging technique 
has been applied to a totally unexplored system, Si(100)-Mg:2x2. The image results 
successfully show that magnesium adsorbates occupy the four-fold hollow sites. In 
conjunction with LEED study, an interfacial structure is obtained.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

It has always been one of the major goals in surface science to directly determine 

surface and interface structures. As the most recent development in the structural analysis 

field, a new photoelectron holography technique has demonstrated its unique power to 

obtain three-dimensional images of the surface and interface structures.

Photoelectron Holography and its Development

Photoelectron holography is a method of utilizing the wave characteristic of 

photoelectrons to produce photoelectron holograms which contain structural information 

of the atomic environment from which the photoelectrons are generated by photons.

The process of photoelectron holography is illustrated in Fig. I. A photoelectron is 

ejected by a photon and the electron wave (reference wave) propagates outward. Part of 

the wave hits a neighboring atom (scatterer) and generates the scattered wave (object 

wave). Finally, the reference wave and object wave interfere and form an interference 

pattern (holographic pattern). The holographic pattern depends on the position of the 

scatterer. Therefore, information on the location of the scatterer is implicitly contained in 

the holographic pattern itself.
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interference pattern 
(holographic pattern)photon

reference wave

detector

electron
/ emitter

nucleus'

scatterer

object wave

Fig. I. Diagram of the process of photoelectron holography.

The conjecture by Szoke1 that localized electron sources could produce three- 

dimensional holographic images of solids with atomic resolution has resulted in intense 

efforts to demonstrate this effect. In 1990, Harp et al. reported the first experimental 

work on Cu (100) by single-energy photoelectron holography. Since then, many 

experiments have been performed with impressive results.3 4 In 1992, Tong et a l5 

proposed an angle-resolved energy-dependent photoelectron holography method. The first 

experimental work based on this method was carried out by Wu et a l6 on the Al-adsorbed 

S i(Ill) V3 xV3 reconstructed surface with great success. In 1994, Wu et al.1 developed 

the small-cone method to improve the image quality and reduce the background noise.
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This method has been proved to be an effective way to eliminate the artifacts and preserve 

the real atomic images.

Purposes and Motivations of the Present Work

Since photoelectron holography can elucidate the atomic structure of solids in 

three-dimensional view, its application to the study of semiconductor surfaces and 

interfacial structures has attracted researchers attention.

The Si (100) surface has been studied in great detail because of its technological 

importance. The structures formed by the interaction of a variety of foreign species with Si 

(100) have been under investigation for many years with various kinds of techniques. The 

interfacial structure is very important both theoretically and practically.

From a theoretical point of view, the interfacial structure parameters are very 

important for the calculation of electronic structure and also provide us a better 

understanding of the interaction between adsorbed elements and the silicon substrate.

From a practical point of view, silicon is heavily used as the substrate for growing 

a variety of compound semiconductor devices. The device quality depends on the growth 

quality, which in turn depends on the interfacial structure formed at the initial growth 

state. Therefore, the understanding of interfacial structure is essential for the growth of 

high quality crystals.

Finally, from a basic research point of view, the study of interfacial structures may

lead to the discovery of novel structures and novel materials which will benefit the society

in the future.
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Despite the extensive studies of silicon interfacial structures, there are still many 

new and/or unsolved problems. For examples, the geometric orientation of Al ad-dimers, 

the adsorption site of Mg on silicon surfaces, and the formation of Se-Si interface are not 

well understood. Each of these structures has unique features of its own.

It is the purpose of this work to apply the photoelectron holographic imaging 

(PHI) technique to the experimental study of the interfacial structures formed by the 

adsorption of foreign elements on silicon surfaces to obtain detailed structural information 

on the adsorbate geometry.

The present work has accomplished the direct imaging of the atomic geometry of 

Si(100)-Se:lxl, Si(100)-Al:2x2, and Si(100)-Mg:2x2 systems with great success. 

Interfacial structures have been obtained with no ambiguity. The following section is a 

brief review of recent studies on the above mentioned systems.

Review of Previous Studies of Se. Al and Mg on Si (100) Surfaces

Se-adsorbed Si (100) surfaces have been studied both theoretically and 

experimentally. The theoretical work predicts that the Se atoms will occupy in the bridge 

sites.8 Experimental studies by photoemission core-level spectroscopy and low-energy 

electron diffraction (LEED) have reported a replacement of the (2x1) LEED pattern of the 

clean reconstructed Si(IOO) surface by a (Ixl) pattern for a submonolayer film of Se on Si 

(100) after annealing to 550°C 9. The results were interpreted as corresponding to the 

presence of 3/4 of a monolayer (ML)10 of Se atoms in the bridge sites. It has generally 

been accepted that Se adsorbates reside in the bridge sites; no image work has been done
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so far either by photoelectron holographic imaging (PHI) or scanning tunneling 

microscopy (STM).

Al-adsorbed Si(IOO) surfaces have been investigated by several researchers by the 

methods of LEED, STM and low-energy electron diffraction intensity-voltage curves 

(LEED I-V).11 12 13141516 It has been demonstrated that a well-defined (2x2) phase forms 

at 0.5 monolayer coverage of Al atoms. It has been confirmed, both experimentally and 

theoretically, that Al adatoms form dimers on top of the Si surfaces, while preserving the 

underlying Si dimer configuration. The orientation of Al ad-dimers, with respect to the 

direction of the underlying Si dimer bonds, has been investigated extensively and has not 

yet come to an unambiguous conclusion. Some studies suggest the orthogonal ad-dimer 

structure,1718 while others are consistent with the parallel ad-dimer configuration.19

The interfacial structure of Mg on Si (100) had not been reported at the time when 

the studies reported in this thesis were earned out. In late 1994 a LEED and Auger study 

was published in which a 2x2 LEED pattern was observed after the deposition of Mg on 

Si(IOO) and subsequent annealing at 325°C.23 A model, proposed on the basis of the 

observed LEED pattern, suggested that Mg atoms might occupy in the alternating four

fold hollow sites. No atomic image work has been reported so far.

Structure of the Paper

The rest of paper is divided into four chapters. In Chapter 2, the basic principles of 

photoemission are described. A detailed derivation of photoemission intensity is earned 

out. The principles of photoelectron holography and the image transform are presented
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and discussed in thorough detail. Chapter 3 describes the experimental procedures 

including the system setup, sample preparation, data acquisition, and data analysis. In 

Chapter 4, three interfacial structures are presented based on the experimental imaging 

results. Chapter 5 is a summary of the present work.



CHAPTER 2

THEORY

Principles of Photoemission

Photoemission Phenomenon and the Three-Step Model

When a beam of light of sufficient photon energy impinges on a sample system 

(atom, molecule, or solid), electrons are emitted from the sample and can be detected (see 

Fig. 2). This is the photoemission phenomenon (or, photoelectric effect). The electrons 

ejected by the light are called photoelectrons.

In order for the photoemitted electrons to be detected, they must emerge from the

interior of the sample into vacuum and proceed to the measuring device. This process is

Detector

Sample

Fig. 2. Photoemission Phenomenon
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usually discussed in terms of the three-step model.24 These steps are: (I) optical 

excitation, (2) transport to the surface, and (3) escape into the vacuum (see Fig 3 below 

for emission from a core level).

Energy
Photon 
 ̂ (hv)

Vacuum Level

Fermi Level

Core Level

Into
Vacuum

(c)

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the Three-Step Model for the photoemission process, (a) 
illustrates step one, and (b) depicts step two and three.

In Fig. 3(a), the first step of the model, a photon with energy hv excites a core 

level electron with binding energy Eb to produce a photoelectron (labeled as Cph) in a 

continuum state with kinetic energy Ek. The energy relationship can be written as 

Ek = hv - Eb -(J)w

where h is Planck’s constant, v is the photon frequency, and (J)w is the work function of the 

sample.

Figure 3(b) depicts that the photoelectron is transported to the surface, and then

escapes into the vacuum, corresponding to steps two and three, respectively. Because of
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the potential barrier at the surface, the photoelectron momentum (i.e. the wave vector) 

will change from k to k'. These vectors have following relationship:

k// = k'//, (2-2a)

kj.2 = k'j2 + (2me V ) /h \  (2-2b) •

where k// and k'// are the components of k and k' parallel to the surface, k± and kj. are the 

components of k and k perpendicular to the surface, me is the electron mass, h—h/2%, and 

V is the surface potential barrier (also called the innerpotential). Equation (2.2a) states that 

the photoelectron momentum is conserved parallel to the surface, but not in the direction 

perpendicular to the surface. Equation (2.2b) is derived from the conservation of energy 

condition

/i¥ /2m e = H2Ict2Zlme + 7 ,  (2-3)

along with the conditions A2 = k /+  kj2, and k2= k'/2+ kT2.

The atoms in the sample contain many kinds of core-level electrons, as long as Eq. 

(2.1) holds, those electrons can be excited to become photoelectrons. If a detector is 

placed at a direction k ', one can record the photoelectron signal intensity vs. kinetic 

energy to obtain an energy-distribution curve (EDC). Figure 4 displays a typical EDC 

taken from the silicon substrate with zinc and selenium deposited on the surface. The 

photon energy is 130 eV. The horizontal axis is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, 

and the vertical axis is the intensity of the photoelectron. The atomic label (Si 2p, Se 3d, 

and Zn 3d) represents the photoelectron initial state. The Si Auger peak is due to the 

emission of silicon LMM Auger electrons, which will not be dealt with in this work.
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5000

4000

8. 3000
-SL

I
a  2000

1000

0

Fig. 4. An energy-distribution curve (EDC) of a silicon substrate with zinc and selenium
deposited on the surface.

Quantum Mechanical Description of the Photoemission Process 

Single-Atom System

In the case of one electron in an isolated atom, the Hamiltonian of the system can 

be written as

Si 2p

I hv=130 eV

S e  3d

I

__L-'.
Si Auger

\
I

20
I

40
I

60
I

80 100

KINETIC ENERGY (eV)

140

H0 = p2 /2me + V(r) (2.4)
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3 d d
where p (=-z?zV, and V= x ---- + y —  + z— ) is the momentum operator, V(r) is the

d x  ay  oz

atomic potential, and r is the position vector. In the case of a central potential, the 

potential is angle-independent, i.e. V(r) = V(V) where r=lrl.

Before we move on, we need to set up our coordinate system. It is convenient to 

use spherical coordinates in the following discussion. The coordinate system is defined as 

follows: the origin is at the atomic center, the polar angle 0 is the angle between position 

vector r  and the z axis, and the azimuthal angle <j) is the angle between the projection of r 

on the x-y plane and the x axis.

The time-independent Schrddinger equation is

It is assumed that the wave function ¥  can be separated into the product of an. angle- 

dependent wave function and a radial wave function by the method of separation of 

variables as follows

where R(r) is the radial wave function, and 0  (0,<|)) is the angular wave function, which for 

a central force satisfy the following equations

//OxF=EvF (2.5)

xF=E(F) 0 (0 ,0) (2.6)

(2.7a)

and

2m„ r o r  o r  xm.r
+ VW ] EW = E EW (2.7b)
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where Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) are called the angular equation and the radial equation, 

respectively.

The solutions of the angular equation (2.7a) are the spherical harmonics T/m(0,<{)), 

with (/,m) being the angular momentum quantum number and magnetic quantum number.

respectively.

The solutions for the radial equation (2.7b) fall into two parts: (a) for E < 0, 

Equation (2.7b) has discrete eigenvalues En with n (the principal quantum number) being 

one of the positive integers I, 2, 3, •••. The corresponding eigenfunctions are written as 

Rnl(r). (b) for E > 0, the electron is in a continuum state, i.e. E (=Ek, the electron’s kinetic

energy) is a continuous variable. The corresponding radial wave function is denoted as 

Rkl(r), where the index k also varies continuously and is normally taken to be the electron 

wave number. The asymptotic behavior of the radial function Rki(E) is that of a spherical 

wave, as can be seen from the following discussion.

Let us first make the substitution 

R (r) = u(r) Ir.

Then Eq. (2.7b) can be rewritten as

d  U + [V(r) + / /̂ + 1̂ - ]  M = E M
2me dr*- " ' ' 2 m /

When r oo , V(r) -> 0. In this limit Eq. (2.9) may be written as

(2.8)

(2.9)

d u
+ fc2 M = O (2. 10)
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where Ic1=ImcEkIh2, and k is usually referred as electron wave number. We can easily see

that

-> e

Using Eq. (2.8), we have

( 2 . 11)

R (r) = Rkl(r) ~> (2' 12)

where the plus sign represents the outgoing wave, and the minus sign represents the 

incoming wave.

The eigenfunctions for the system are given as follows:

3Wr,6,4)) = J%.,(f) W , 4)) (213%)

4>*A.(r,8,40 =a«(r) W , # .  (2.13b)

Equations (2.13a) and (2.13b) are the eigenfunctions for bound states and continuum 

states, respectively.

■Dipole Selection Rules and the Photoexcitation Factor .

Before the transition, the electron occupies an initial state \i>, denoted as \n0lomo>-

The initial state wave function 0, is -

0 (r) (8,*) (2-W)

where no is the principle quantum number, Io is the angular momentum number , and mo is 

the magnetic momentum number, of the initial state.

The photoemission process starts with the absorption of a photon by an atom and 

subsequent emission of the photoelectron. This process can be described by the interaction
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of a core-level electron with the external electromagnetic field. Suppose we have a 

monochromatic photon of energy Av incident on an atom. The electric field of the photon 

is given as

E (r, t) =e E0<?‘(k“'r (2.15)

Where 8 is the polarization vector, taken to be along the z axis, Eo is the amplitude of the 

electric field, Ic03 is the photon wave vector, r  is the position vector measured from the 

center of the atom, and to is the photon’s angular frequency (co=27tv).

In practice, in the type of experiments described here, the photon energy Av is in 

the range from 100 eV to 240 eV, which corresponds to a photon wavelength (Xto) 120 A 

to 50 A, respectively. Then IctoT = a0 /Xto « 1  holds, i.e. the wavelength is much larger than 

the atomic size. Thus, we can ’ignore the space dependence in the external field and Eq. 

(2.15) can be simplified as

E (r,t)= e  E0e - '“ '.  <2-16)

Since the photon wavelength is much larger than the atom size, we can use the 

dipole approximation to describe the interaction between the atom and the 

electromagnetic field. With this approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian can be written 

as

/ / ' = - e r -E (r, t) = - £ r • £ Eo - £ Eo r cos9 e>a>‘ (2.17)

where e is electron charge, and 0 is the angle between the position vector r and the 

polarization vector E (i.e. the z axis). The total Hamiltonian of the system in the presence 

of external field is as follows:

H = H0 + H' (2.18)
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where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian in the form of Eq. (2.4).

Let xF be the wave function in the presence of external: field. It must satisfy the 

time-dependent Schrodinger equation

! T z - xF = ZZxF. (2.19)
d t

We can expand xF in terms of the eigenstates {I y'>} of Ho as follows:

xF = E Cy I j> , (2.20)
J

where Cj are coefficients that must be determined, and the summation includes both the 

bound states and continuum states. Then, substituting Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.19), we have

ih‘—— E Cyl j> = (Ho + Hr) E Cf I j> . (2.21)
o t i  i

For a state l/>e{l _/>}, we apply </l to the left side and use the orthogonality of the 

eigenstates to obtain the following result

CjSfj -  Yj-EjCjh/j+ E Cj<f \H' I j> (2.22)
o t i  J

where Sif is the Kronecker delta defined as

°fj
= 1 ( /= 7 )
= 0 ( f ^ j )

(2.23)

Thus, Eq. (2.22) becomes

M ^ - C f = E f C f + E Cy Hf j
a t  J

(2.24)

where Ef  is the energy of the eigenstate j/>, and H1fj is defined as 

H'fj =</]//’ I j> = <nlm \H'\n l ' m> (2.25a)
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or

Hf/= N 'jRnl (r)Y*/m(0,<|)) //'(r,6,(l)) R„r(r) Yim-(G,*) r2drd^ (2.25b)

where N is the normalization factor, df2=sin8 d0 d(|), (n, I, m) are the quantum numbers for 

state l />  (or </l), (n\ I ', m ) are the quantum numbers of state \j>, and the integration is 

over all space. Then we make the substitution

' (2.26)

and Eq. (2.24) becomes

ih-^— Bf= D Cta^1HfjBj  (2.27)
d t 1 i

, where

(Ofj =(Ef-Ej)Ih. , . (2.28)

We now expand Bj- as follows:

JS,== B /) +B />+  ByW + -  (2.29)

where B/0), B/(1), B/2), -  signify expansion coefficients of zeroth order, first order, second 

order, and so on in the strength of the external potential.

We have assumed in the beginning of the section that the system is initially in the 

state \i>, i.e. Bj(t=0)=&fi, applying first-order perturbation theory to Eq. (2.27) we obtain

Bf = dr, + — f  e a,fi f Hf, dr’. (2.30)
1 1 ih Jo

Usually we consider transitions between two different states, i.e. \f>^\i>. Thus, Eq. (2.30)

becomes

i: Hfdt' . (2.31)
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The transition is determined by In the dipole approximation, and when the external 

field is of the form of a plane wave as in Eq. (2.16), can be written as (c/. Eq. (2.25a)) 

//yz = <rzo/o mo I e E0 r cos0 e~! a , \nlm> (2.32a)

or

//yi = eEoe"'“ ' < /o^o I cos 0 I/m >Ji?Vo(r)i?„,(r)r3dr . (2.32b)

By examination of the angular integral in Eq. (2.32b),

< Iom0 1 cos 0 I /m > = J I)^(0,(|)) cos 07,m(0,(|>) dQ

= J [ a ^ ( 0 ,4 ) ) + 6 ^ ( 0 ,$ ) ] } L ( 8 ,4 ) ) ^ ,  (2.33)

where the integral is over all solid angles. By the orthogonality of spherical harmonics, we 

have

< /om0 1 cos 0 I /m > = a 5 ,o+u Szvn+ b S S zvn (2.34)

where

a
(/0 + l) -m^

^(2/, + lX2/o + 3 ) '
I (/0 + mp + lX/0 + mp + 2)

^  (2/,+ lX2/o+ 3)
(2.35)

We can easily see in (2.34), in order to have non-vanishing transition, the following 

conditions have to be met:

/=/0 ± I, (2.36a)

and

m-mo . (2.36b)

Equations (2.36a) and (2.36b) are often called the dipole transition selection rules. 

Rewriting Eq. (2.32b) as
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= e -  ™' (2.37)

where

Hyz = N e E0< Iom0 1 cos 6 I /m > J (2.38a)

Ĥz = NeEo (a 8 ^  + 6 8 ^ ) 8 ^ j  ^ ( r ) ^ ( r W rItrU / rr̂m (2.38b)

Hyz, which is called the transition matrix element, governs the transition process. 

Substituting Eq. (2.37) into Eq. (2.31), we have

i -'(M-*,;)' I
Bf=HVfl T ---------------

h co — co ,7

When the time t is long enough, we have 

a ,=  H)z (CO-(Of)

where we have used the following relationship:

i,m Sin((m -c a7,)</2) = 2S(^ )
(CO — CO y; ) /  2

where 5 (co-co,y) is the Dirac 8 function, which has the following characteristics:

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

8 (CO-COyi)
0 (CO ^ CO y, )
oo (CO = COy()

(2.42a)

J  8 (co-cOyj)dco =1 . (2.42b)

The meaning of the 8 function is straightforward. In order to have a substantial 

transition, the condition CO=COyi must be satisfied, i.e.

/zco = TiCOyi (2.43a)
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or

Tzco = Ef -Ei ■ ■ (2.43b)

which is the energy conservation law. This means that transition from initial state lz> to an 

possible excited state \f > has to satisfy the condition of conservation of energy. 

Substituting Eq. (2.40) into Eq. (2.26), and the latter into Eq. (2.20), we obtain the final 

state after the transition

T = Z  H> ^  e iEf e i{̂ I,mh (co-coyr) l />  (2.44)

where the index /  represents the {n, I, m) indices. Explicitly, the summation over /  is 

equivalent to the sum over n, I, and m, i.e.

Z = E E  (2.45)
f  n Im ■

Usually the possible excited states are not within the range of bound states, but are 

in the continuum. Then summation over the index n in the continuum states can be 

replaced by an integration, i.e.

Z -> J p(E)dE (2.46)

where p(E) is the density of states, which has the form •

p(E)=(47tme//z2)& (2.47)

for free electrons, and k is photoelectron wave number given as follows:

t  = ^ m c W 2)"2 (2.48)

where Ek is the photoelectron kinetic energy.

With the substitutions of Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46), Eq. (2.44) becomes
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T*(r, f) = m l Hw' %»,(8,*) a%(r)
Ti lm

(2.49a)

or

T ,(r, 0 = % (r) (2.49b)

with

xFjdr) = (,*) E Hfc/ y,„(6,d) Rdr)
Ti lm

(2.50)

Equation (2.50) is the final state wave function Of the photoelectron ejected from an initial

core-level state lz>. In the case r— recalling Eq. (2.12), we can rewrite Eq. (2.50) as

follows: .

Piikr
xFfcCr) = Ffc(0,d)-----  (for r-)= )

r .
(2.51)

where

Ffc(0,<t)) = m Z  Hfc,' Y U W )
Ti lm

(2.52)

which can be called the photoexcitation factor (analogous to the scattering factor).

In Eq. (2.51), the plus sign represents an outgoing radial wave and the minus sign 

represents an incoming radial wave. The choice of sign depends on the initial and 

boundary conditions of the physical system. In our work, the plus sign is selected because 

the photoelectron is emitted from the atom and propagates outwards.

Let us look at a simple case. Consider a core-level electron initially in an 5 state 

(/0=0, mo=0). According to the dipole transition selection rule Eqs. (2.36a) and (2.36b), 

we find the final state quantum numbers will be (/ =/0± 1= ± I, m = m0 =0). The angular

f
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momentum quantum number cannot be negative, so the final state is (/=1, m=0), which is 

a p  state. Then Eq. (2.52) becomes

F*(e,4>) = (ik) Hti' Flo(0,ct)) . (2.53)
n

Since

rio(6,(|)) = (3/47t)1/2 qos9 (2,54)

we have .

F*(6,<t)) oc cose (2.55)

where 0 is the polar angle with respect to photon’s polarization direction. Equation (2.55) 

is well established for s-state excitation.

We have now obtained the photoelectron wave function Eq. (2.50). In the 

following section, we will discuss the photoelectron diffraction principle.

Principles of Photoelectron Holography

In the previous section, we obtained the photoelectron final state for a single-atom 

system in the presence of the external electromagnetic field. In this section we shall study 

the subsequent scattering of the ejected photoelectron by the neighboring atoms in the 

case of a solid system. In the environment of a solid, the photoelectron encounters 

"blocking" (neighboring atoms) in the sample unlike the case in a single-atom system 

where it does not encounters any blocking at all. When the photoelectron approaches 

these neighboring atoms, its path might be altered by scattering. In quantum mechanical
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terms, the photoelectron wave will be scattered by the neighboring atoms. Photoelectron 

diffraction is the direct result of such, scattering.

Using the result obtained from previous section, we write the photoelectron wave 

function as (c/. Eq. (2.50))

xPdr) = (%)Z Hfa-' Ybn(QA) M r )  (2,56)
Ti lm

In the case r-»°°, recalling Eq. (2.51), we have the asymptotic form for the photoelectron 

wave

Pikr
xPdr) = F d W ----  <2-57)r

where F*(0,(])) is the photoexcitation factor defined by Eq. (2.52). The outgoing wave is 

selected because the photoelectron is propagates outwards.

Usually we designate the atom from which the photoelectron is ejected as the 

emitter. The ejected photoelectron wave with no scattering is often called the emitted 

wave. The atoms neighboring the emitter are called scatterers. When the emitted wave 

(labeled as xPemi) approaches the scatterers, it will be scattered, and the scattered waves 

(labeled as xPsca) are generated. The final state wave function xPf is the sum of the emitted 

wave and the scattered waves, i.e.

xPf = tPem ^xPsca (2.58)

with xPf satisfying the Schrodinger equation

/ / xPf = F txPf (2-59)

In Eq. (2.59), the Hamiltonian H  is given as follows
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H = -(Ti2Hmc) V 2 + V$(r') (2.60)

where V 2 =(d2/dx'2+d2/dy'2+d2/dz'2) is the Laplacian operator, and Vs(r') the scattering 

potential in the scatterer coordinates O'x'y'z' . The coordinate systems and geometric 

relationship between the emitter and the scatterer are shown in Fig. 5.

z (e photon polarization direction)

Observation 
point (P)

Photon

Emitter

x' Scatterer (a)

Fig. 5. Coordinate systems and geometric relationship between the emitter and the
scatterer.

We shall use the convention that the z (or z') axis is along the polarization 

direction e of the photon. In Fig. 5, there are two coordinate systems. The first one is set 

up at the emitter with its origin at the center of the emitter 0. The second is set up at the
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scatterer (a) with its origin at the center of the scatterer O'. The latter coordinate system is 

just a translation of the former by ra, the scatterer position vector measured from the 

center of the emitter. The scatterer is labeled with a, which will be used to index the 

scatterers in the following discussion. A vector variable R measured from the center of the 

emitter is shown, which will also be used in the following discussion.

Employing the Green’s function method in the scattering theory of quantum 

mechanics,25 we obtain the final-state wave function vPf , in the scatterer’s coordinates

xPKr') = tPemiCr') + Jd3r" G+(r' - r") U.(r") W )  (2.61)

where

Us(r") = (Ime/fz2) Vs(r"). (2.62)

Equation (2.61) is the integral scattering equation which has the final-state wave function 

on both side of the equation. The method of solving Eq. (2.61) is by iteration.

Making change of notation (r' -> r", r" r'") in (2.61), we can write Eq. (2.61) as 

tPKr") = tPemKr") + Jd3Z-'" G+(r" - r"') U,(r'") tPfCr"'). (2.63)

Inserting (2.62) into (2.61), we obtain

tPfCr') = tPemi(r') + Jd3Z-" G+(r' - r") Us(r") tPemiCr")

+ Jd3Z--Jd3Z-"' G+(r' - r") Us(r") G+(r" - r"') Us(r’") W ) . (2.64)

In order to solve Eq. (2.63), we will treat the scattering potential as a perturbation. 

Employing the Born approximation to the first order, we obtain

tPfCr') = tPemiCr') + Jd3Z-" G+(r' - r") Us(r") Y emiCr"). (2.65)

Recalling Eq. (2.58), we have
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tPaScaCr') = tPfCr') -tPemiCr') = JdV G+(r' - r") U,(r") tPemiCr") . 

In (2.65), G+(r' - r") is the Green’s function' with the following form

I  V | r '  -r"1 
G+(r' - r") = - ——

(2.66)

4% |r' - r"l

which is a solution of the following inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation 

(V 2 + f )  G+(r' - r") = 8 (r' - r")

For large r Eq. (2.66) can be expanded as

(2.67)

(2.68)

G+(r' - r") I eIifclr' - r"l

4% |r'
, 1

4tu r'
(2.69)

In a solid (e.g. silicon substrate), the spacing between the nearest neighbors is 

about 2.4A. The atomic interaction range is of the order of the Bohr radius a0 (=0.529A ), 

which means the atomic interaction is well localized. In the first-order approximation in 

the radial wave expansion, the spherical wave is obtained. Recalling Eq. (2.57.) and 

rewriting tPemiCr) in the scatterer’s coordinates, we obtain

tPemiCr") = /V
I ,,Itlr ' - r"l

Ira + r ’- i V  - r"l
J V tV  - e (2.70)

where + F -  stands for the unit vector along (ra+ r") direction. Since the atomic 
Ira +r"l

interaction is well localized, the small-atom approximation 26 (j.e. ra much larger than r") 

is used to expand Eq. (2.70). With the following approximations,

r g + r " - = ^  = fa , (2.71)
Ira +r"l IraI

and
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Ir' - r"l ra
(2.72) .

Eq. (2.70) becomes

JK
xPemKr") = F ,(fa )-----e"*'*" .

ra '
(2.73)

Substituting Eqs. (2.69) and (2.73) into Eq. (2.65), we obtain

T asca(r') = --/-JdV 1 —  e ikr'Us(r")F,(fa ) -----A ' r"
471 r ra

= P1JkC fa ) - —  fk{ fa • k ) — (2.74)

where

/ ,( f a -k ) = - - / - jdV’ e-‘'qr"Us(r") 
4 Jt

(2.75)

is the scattering factor obtained by the Bom approximation, where

q = k - ka= k - Icra (2.76a)

and its modulus is

<? = |q| = 2k sin( fa • k /2) (2.76b)

From Fig. 3, we have

r' = r  - ra (2.77)

When r, r' —> oo, we obtain

r' = Ir - ral = r(l- f r̂a) (r, r’ -> <») (2.78)
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Then rewriting Eq. (2.74) in the emitter coordinates Oxyz, we obtain the scattered wave 

as follows

J k r  /(Jre -Ic re )

Y eScaCr) = /t(fa .k ) — Ft(fa ) -----------
r ra

Y emiCr) (ACfa -R)
F1(S)

i(fa-a - k r a )

=YemiCr) Aa4CkjFa) ^
>(fa-a-ki-a)

(2.79)

where Y emi(F) is the emitting wave given below (c/. Eq. (2.57))

Y emi(F) = F lt(R) (2.80)

and

Aa*(k,fa)=A( fa -k), n ( fa )

F.(k)
. (2.81)

The final-state wave function of the photoelectron is the sum of the emitting wave 

and the total scattered wave. Since there is usually more than one scatterer that could 

contribute to the scattering process in a solid, the total scattered wave is the sum of the 

scattered waves generated by each scatterer. Considering this fact, the total scattered 

wave can be rewritten as follows

- > c  + T i  + " c  + - - 2 X .  <2'82a>

9i(fra -k-ra )

ra
(2.82b)
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where the summation is over ail the scatterers (a, |3, y, ••• ). The symbol a  has two 

meanings depending upon the context. When it appears in a context with no summation 

symbol, it means the label for scatterer a. When it appears in a context with the 

summation symbol over it, it then stands for the summation index being counted as a , P, y,

The photoelectron intensity / ( k ), measured at the observation point P (see Fig. 5)

in the direction k , can be written as

/( k )  = ItFfI2=IxFemi+xFsJ2 , (2,83a)

or

/( k ) = /o (.k) + (xFtemi xFsca + xFemi xFtsca)+ IxFscaI2 (2.83b)

where
CS2Ii (2.84)

Let us examine Eq. (2.83b). The first term is the photoelectron’s direct emitting wave 

intensity with no scattering. The middle terms inside the parenthesis are the cross-product 

terms involving the emitting waves and scattered waves. They are of the first order in the 

amplitude of the scattered waves. These cross terms reflect the interference between the 

emitting waves and scattered waves. As a result, an interference pattern (or diffraction 

pattern) is formed in space. The last term is of the second order in the amplitude of the 

scattered waves, and can be ignored.

A diffraction pattern, in principle, is the Fourier transform of some appropriate 

real-space density. It is the purpose of this work to extract out of this structural
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information of the real space from the photoelectron diffraction data. A point to take 

account of is that the aforementioned diffraction pattern is immersed in the background 

signals coming from the direct emission of the photoelectrons.

In the laboratory, researchers always measure and record the total photoelectron

intensity / ( k ). A way of separating the diffraction information from the background has to

(2.85)

(2 .86)

(2.87)

Equation (2.87) does not contain the direct emitting wave function of the photoelectron. 

Extraction of diffraction data is thus achieved.

Image Transform

Inversion of Constant-Initial-State Spectra

A way of obtaining the photoelectron diffraction data is to first obtain the 

constant-initial-state spectrum (CIS) .27 In a CIS, photoelectron intensity is recorded at a 

- fixed emission angle by keeping (hv - E;) constant while the photon energy hv is varied in

be established.

Let us define %(k) as

%(k) = / ( k ) / / 0 ( k ) - I

Substituting Eq. (2.83b) into Eq. (2.85), we obtain

%(k) = [^emi-¥s=a + tPemi ^sca]/Z0 ( k )

Substituting (2.82) into (2.86), we obtain .

i(kra- k r a ) ^  -i(kra - k r a )

% ( k ) = 2 X ( k , r . ) - --------- + 2 X * ( k , f J -------------
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a continuous fashion, where Ei is the energy of the initial state. In other words, a CIS is a 

plot of I(Jc) (photoelectron intensity) vs. k (electron momentum) for a given initial-state

electron at a fixed direction k . Such measurements require synchrotron radiation facilities 

which allow the photon energy to be changed continuously. Once the CIS’s are obtained, 

they will be normalized by Eq. (2.85). The normalized CIS’s, %(k), are then inverted to

yield the transform function 0 (k  ,R) as28

O f k 1R,= f1™ %(k , k) e ikR Cm  g ®  #  (2.88)Jkmin

where kmm and Jtmax are the minimum and maximum wave numbers of the CIS spectra, and 

g(k) is a transform window function for reducing the noise near km-m and kmsx. In our work, 

g(yt) is chosen to be the modified Hanning function which combines a flat region over the

(2.89)

(2.90a)

(2.90b)

where b is the “Hanning fraction”: The relative range over which the Hanning function is 

acting. For 6=0, there is no smooth effect; for 6=1, a full Hanning function is used.29 

Now we define a path-length difference parameter E1 as

middle of the data range with a Hanning function at the ends,29 that

g(&)

sin2

I

'2
COS

2(&2 — m̂in )

n ( k - k 3) '

2(&m» ~ kl).

with &2 — m̂in b (̂ max “ ^min)/2 

k i  — km 'm  ~ b  ( Â max " ^m in)/2

for kn6n< k< k2 

fo rk, < k < L

for k3 <k< kmx

I1 = R -  k R (2.91)
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where R is a vector variable measured from the center of the emitter (see Fig. 5), and 

i?=IR|. Let 5 be the angle between k and R, then Eq. (2.91) can be written as

.^=R(I-CosS) . (2.92)

Since R is positive, and IcosSl < I, ^ is a non-negative parameter.

Substituting Eqs. (2.87) and (2.91) into Eq. (2.88), we obtain 

rk ,  I(Ara - I t - T lx)
K (K 1R ) = J "  ( ^ A i ( I t ) - ---------------

a ra

„  A A ^ a - kT a )
' + Y ^ ' ( k ) f - -------------  (2-93)

T  ^

5> (k ,R) = T-a1 {%  j km“ Aka( k ) e 'z' ^  ‘ (r“ "  k ' r“ )] gWd^
a kmil

+ E Jkm" A*a*( k ) + (,a -  k ■ ra )] g ( k ) d k }  ' . . (2.94)
a  Jk mm

Eq. (2.94) is a Fourier-like transform from momentum space to real space at the emission

angle k . Eq. (2.94) will have a maximum when

£ = ±( ra - k -Tct) . (2.95)

*
Since E1 is a non-negative parameter, and (ra- k -ra) is also non-negative, only the positive 

term is the acceptable solution. This means only the first integration term in Eq. (2.94) is 

the dominant one. Thus the twin-image term (the second integration term) is suppressed 

by this transform. Combining Eqs. (2.92) and (2.14), we Obtain the maximum condition 

for Eq. (2.94)

R -  k -R = A1a- k -ra (2.96)
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The solutions of Eq. (2.96) are given as

R r 1-% fg« Ct A A
I k R

(I-cosS)

with

Ca* = r a ( l - k . f J

(2.97a).

(2.97b)

(2.98)

being a non-negative constant determined by the emission angle k and the scatterer 

position ra.

Equation (2.97a) (or (2.97 b)) is the equation for a paraboloid with k as its 

principal-axis direction and its vertex at -(Ca/2) k . If we vary the emission angle k , we 

shall obtain a group of paraboloids. Let us examine the behavior of these paraboloids with 

different emission angle k . Selecting any one of these paraboloids, we can see that when 

vector variable R is equal to ra, it satisfies Eq. (2.97a). This means that ra is on the surface 

of the selected paraboloid. Since the emission angle k is not restricted, ra is on the 

surface of all these paraboloids. In other words, the scatterer position ra is intersected by 

all the paraboloids satisfying Eq. (2.97a).

We can prove that ra is the only position intersected by all these paraboloids, on 

the premise that Eq. (2.96) holds. To do this, assume there exits another position ra-, 

which does not coincide with ra, i.e.
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Ta' Ta , (2.99)

where ra- is intersected by all the paraboloids passing through ra. Then we have the

following equation for position ra- (c/. Eq. (2.96))

R - I i  -R = Ta’- k • Ta' (2.100)

Combining Eqs. (2.96) and (2.99), we obtain

Act'"" k -Ta' — A-Ct- k -Tot (2.101a)

or

Il ?r> ? i (2.101b)

Making the following substitutions,

q' = ra- - r a . (2.102)

q = Ta -Ta (2.103)

Eq. (2.101b) becomes
Sr

<̂
511'Cy (2.104)

Since ra- and ra are fixed, so are q and q\ The following cases comprise all the possible

values for q':

case (I): ..

<?’ > 0 (Ta' > Ta) (2.105)

case (II):

q' = 0 (Ira-I= |ral ,, fa. ^ ra ) (2.106)

case (III):

A O f £ (2.107)
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Let C, be the angle between k and q. The emission angle k can be any direction in space.

' For <7’ > 0 (case I), we can choose £ > 90° such that k •# < 0, which violates the Eq. 

(2.104). This means ra- cannot be a vector different from ra. The same reasoning can be 

applied for cases (H) and (III): by choosing C * 90°, and C ^ 90°, Eq. (2.104) will not hold 

for case (II) and (III), respectively. Thus, we have proved that ra is the sole point 

intersected by all the paraboloids satisfying Eq. (2.96).

The complex amplitude of the paraboloid passing through scatterer a  at a given

emission angle k can be written as

A A k w ) d *  (2.io8)

where a subscript Rk=CgZ(I-CosS) is used to distinguish the parabolic transform function

<$>(k ,ra) from the general transform function <E> (k ,R).

Since all the paraboloids satisfying Eq. (2.96) pass through ra and each of them 

makes contribution to the intensity at this particular point, the intensity at position ra will 

be much higher than at other positions in space. By examining the intensity maxima of the 

transform function 0  (k,R) (c/. Eq. (2.94)), we can obtain the scatterer position relative 

to the emitter.

Full-Window Transform

An image function U(R) is constructed by summing the transform function 

<t>( k ,R) over all the emission angles, i.e.
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U(R) = I g  <Nk,R)  I2 . (2.109)
all k

Equation (2.109) is often referred to as the full-window transform and was first.proposed 

by Tong et al.i n

Since the major contributions to Eq. (2.94) come from those paraboloids satisfying 

Eq. (2.97b), with the aid of Eq. (2.108), we can write Eq. (2.94) as

* ( k , R ) S y  ®<k,r„) (2.110)

which implies that the transform function <& (k ,R) can be viewed as the sum of the 

parabolic transform function 0 (k  ,ra) over all the scatterers. Substituting Eq. (2.110) into

Eq. (2.109), we obtain

U(R) = I E  l £  * (k ,r„ > ,Ri,ci;<1.„ 8)) l2
a ll k a

(2.111)

Switching the summation order, we obtain

U(R) = I E  (E
a a ll k

(2.112)

We now define the scatterer transform function as

A(Rf(^a)) = X  (k ,ra) iRk=c»/(,.C0s5)
all k

(2.113)

where Rp(Ta) stands for the group of paraboloids passing through ra for all the emission 

angles (i.e. a full-window summation). Then Eq.(2.112) can be written as

U(R) = I X  A(^Xra)) I2 • (2.U4)
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We rewrite the summation over scatterer index a  in terms of each scatterer labeled 

as a, P, y —. Then Eq. (2.114) becomes

ZJ(R) = I A(RF(ra)) + A(i?f(rp)) + A(Rpiry)) + -  I2 . (2.115)

Expanding Eq. (2.115), we obtain the following expression:

ZJ(R) = I A(Rpira)) I2 + I A(Rpirp)), I2 + I A(Rpiry)) I2 + -

+ X E  { A(Rpira)) At(Rpirfi)) + A*(Rp(ra)) A(Rpirp))) . (2.116)

SA

In Eq. (2.116), the squared terms account for the individual transform for 

scatterers a, p, y and so on, We will find the corresponding intensity maxima at positions 

ra, rp, rY ,..., which correspond to the scatterer positions for scatterers a, p, y, .... From 

these maxima we can obtain the structural' geometry relating the emitters (adsorbates) and 

the scatterers (substrate atoms). On other hand, a double summation term remains in Eq. 

(2.116) which accounts for the interference of different scatterer transform functions. This 

interference effect can sometimes build up notable intensity and produce substantial 

artifacts in the data beyond the scatterer intensity maxima. Figure 6 depicts the full- 

window transform of a system consisting of two scatterers ct, (3. Seven paraboloids 

passing through each scatterer, corresponding to seven emission angles, build up the 

intensity at each scatterer position. The paraboloids of scatterers cc, P intersect each other 

and form artifacts.

4
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____-L -V v - . , . - - "

Scatterer a

Scatterer P

Fig. 6. A schematic drawing for the full-window transform of a system consisting two 
scatterers a  and p. The emitter is at position 0.

Small-Cone Transform

The small-cone method is introduced to reduce artifacts. In Eq. (2.109), if we sum 

the emission angles over a limited solid angle (i.e. a small cone) instead of all the emission 

angles, we can rewrite Eq. (2.109) as

U(R) = I Yj . (2.117)
k € Cone (- ft ,w)

In Eq. (2.117), the image function is constructed by summing the inverted CIS functions 

over a cone pointing in the - R direction (vacuum side) with half-angle width w and vertex 

at the center of the emitter (see Fig. I).
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Q  emitter ^  scatterer

Fig. 7. Schematic drawing of the choice of a small cone.

The half-angle width w of the small cone can be easily obtained from experimental 

data by plotting a series of phases and amplitudes of O (k ,R) vs. emission angle (usually 

polar angle or azimuthal angle). As demonstrated by Wu,7 the phase and amplitude of the 

inverted CIS function show slow variations in the neighborhood of the Tt scattering. 

Beyond that region, the phase changes rapidly.

Employing the result obtained in previous section (c/. Eq. (2.110), we can write

Eq. (2.117) as

U-(R) = I X  X  tM k  , U iriic. ,I2 (2 118)
k G Cone (- 6 ,w) a

or
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Usc(R) -  I X  „ X .  (k ,fa) IRli=CiZ(I-CcsS)1 (2.119)
a  it e Cone (- R ,w)

By analogy to Eq. (2.113), the definition of the seatterer transform function for the full 

window, we can write down the seatterer transform function for small cone as

AC/MnO)= _ £  <2-120>
k  G C o n e  (- R  ,w )

where /?s(ra) stands for the group of paraboloids passing through ra with emission angles 

within the small cone. Substituting Eq. (2.120) into Eq. (2.119), we Obtain

Usc(R) = I A(Rsira)) + A W rp)) + A(Rsiry)) + - I 2 (2.120)

or

Usc(R) = I A(Rsira)) I2 + I A(Wrp)) I2 + I A(Wr7)) I2 + -

+ X X  ( A(Wra)) A*(W rp)) + A*(Rs(ra)) A(Wrp)) } (2.121)
a ,P ' 
a*P

The meaning of each term in (2.121) is the same as that of in (2.116) for the full-window 

transform, except that the emission angles are confined within the small cone.

The advantage of the small cone transform is fully discussed in reference 7. First, it 

optimally utilizes the experimental data to construct the parabolic transform function by 

including the - in-phase paraboloids. Second, it reduces the interference of different 

seatterer transform functions. Since the paraboloids used in the transform are within the 

small cone, the number and intensity of the intersection between different seatterer 

transform functions are reduced compared to the full-window transform. Hence the image 

quality is improved. Figure 8 depicts the small-cone transform of a system consisting of
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two scatterers a  and p. Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, we can see that the intersection 

(artifacts) is reduced.

Scatterer a

Scatterer (3

Fig. 8. Schematic drawing for the small-cone transform of a system consisting two
scatterers a  and p.
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CHAPTERS

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

System Setup

The experimental work was carried out at Synchrotron- Radiation Center (SRC) of 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Stoughton, Wisconsin, on the I GeV storage ring. 

A series of bending magnets are placed along the ring to bend the electrons trajectory. 

When these electrons are bent, they radiate light. Then the light is introduced into a 

beamline system to obtain monochromatic light. An analysis chamber equipped with 

essential analytical devices is connected to the beamline. The above mentioned systems are 

all under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. The sample is first introduced from the air 

to the loadlock, then to the intermediate chamber, and finally to the analysis chamber. This 

three-step sample transfer is to assure the UHV condition at the analysis chamber, which is 

a basic but crucial condition for keeping the cleanliness of the measured sample. A detailed 

description is given in the following sections.

Electron Storage Ring

The electron storage ring is essentially a long UHV pipe (about 89 meters in

circumference) maintained by numerous UHV pumping units. The UHV condition is
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essential for maintaining a relatively stable electron beam inside the ring. The electrons 

are ejected by the microtron at low energy (108 MeV) into the ring and then energized to 

800 MeV (or I GeV). The electrons are ejected in bunches with a spatial separation about 

5.93 meters (or a time separation 19.8 ns). Usually there are 15 bunches inside the ring at 

a time. A radio frequency (RF) cavity is placed inside the ring to maintain the electron 

energy. The RF frequency is 50.582 MHz. A series of bending magnets are placed along 

the ring to apply bending force to the fast moving (at nearly the speed of light) electrons 

to bend their trajectory and, most important, make the electrons radiate light, the so called 

synchrotron radiation. A schematic drawing of the synchrotron radiation facility in shown 

in Fig. 9.

microtron

RF cavity

beamlines

storage ring

bending
magnets

Fig. 9. Schematic layout of synchrotron radiation facility.
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Monochromator System (Beamline')

The radiation light is composed of a wide band of photon frequencies. In order to 

use a certain frequency light, a monochromator system is be built up for such purpose. A 

monochromator system is often refereed to as a beamline. The beamline on which this 

work was carried out is the Ames/Montana beamline. The beamline is designed by Dr. C. 

Olson of Iowa State University. The optical layout is shown in Fig. 10 below.

Seya Grating

Seya Cylindrical Glass 
3° GrazingM2 Ellipsoidal Mirror 

13° Grazing

Light
Source

Seya Flat Mirror 
40° Grazing ^

Codling 
I Slit

Analysis
Chamber Metal Flat 

7° Grazing
Ml Mirror 
I ° GrazingFlat Intercept 

Mirror, 13° 
Grazing

2/5 Meter 
Spherical 
Grating

MO Cylindrical 
Mirror (Horizontal)

Fig. 10. Optical layout of the Ames/Montana extended-rang grasshopper (ERG) and
Seya-Namioka monochromator.30

The Ames/Montana Monochromator has several gratings for selecting different 

photon energy ranges. Two meter ERG (extended-rang grasshopper) covers from 40 eV 

to 240 eV, five meter ERG from 300 eV to 1200 eV. The Seya-Namioka monochromator 

has four gratings covering 6 eV to 50 eV. The ERG is mainly used for core level electron 

measurements and Seya for valence band studies. The photoelectron diffraction work

utilizes the two-meter ERG.
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Vacuum Systems

The vacuum system setup has three stages (see Fig. 11). The first stage is the 

loadlock. It can be easily vented to air and then pumped down to IxlO"5 torr in 10 min by a 

turbo-mechanical pump-stand. The second stage is the intermediate chamber, which 

isolates with the first stage (loadlock) by a gate valve. Its base pressure is 5x1010 torr. The 

third stage is the analysis chamber where base pressure is 5-7x10 11 torr. A gate valve is 

used to isolate the analysis chamber from the intermediate chamber. The three-stage setup 

is designed for fast sample transfer without breaking the UHV condition in the analysis 

chamber and the intermediate chamber. The first stage (loadlock) is used for loading the 

sample from the air. The intermediate chamber is used for outgasing the sample holder. 

The analysis chamber is for the ultimate analysis measurement.

After the light is monochromatized, it is then introduced into the analysis chamber 

which is equipped with essential surface analytical apparatuses. The analysis chamber was 

designed by Dr. I. R. Anderson of Montana State University. The system layout is shown 

in Fig. 11.

The analyzer used for photoelectron diffraction measurement is a hemispherical 

analyzer of 50 mm spherical radius (HA-50) made by Vacuum Science Workshop (VSW), 

and is mounted on a goniometer with two axial rotation motions (see Fig. 12). The 

analyzer aperture is I mm in diameter (acceptance half-angle about I 0) to assure angle-

resolved measurement.
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Fig. 11. Schematic layout (top view) of vacuum systems: Analysis Chamber, Intermediate
Chamber, and Loadlock.

The system is also equipped with a double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) 

mounted in the horizontal plane. Its axis intersects the incident beam at the center of the 

chamber and 90° with respect to the horizontal projection of the incident light. CMA has 

larger acceptance angle (acceptance cone angle 12°) so it is ideal for high resolution core 

level studies. Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) optics is used for surface 

reconstruction studies. LEED pattern reflects the long range order of the surface, which is 

a great help to determine the surface/interface structure. The evaporation source is loaded 

with materials needed to be deposited onto the sample. A quartz crystal oscillator (QCO) 

is used for monitoring the deposition process. The residual gas analyzer is used for 

monitoring the residual gas components inside the chamber, which is very useful for
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understanding the cleanliness of the vacuum chamber. It also has the functionality to leak- 

check the vacuum system, which is an essential process for obtaining a leak-tight vacuum. 

Tungsten mesh is put in the path of the incident light and has 85% transmittance. The 

beam ejects photoelectrons from the mesh, which is usually referred to as mesh current 

which is proportional to the incident light flux, and is used as a reference for data 

normalization.

Measurement Geometry

manipulator’s two 
axial rotation motions

incident beam 
(light)

<\> motion ^___^

sampleincident
plane

tp motion

sample normal

HA-50
turntable

goniometer
(___^  0 motion

Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of sample’s motion, HA-50’s motion, and their geometric
relationship.
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In above figure, the sample is mounted on a manipulator (not shown) with three 

linear motions (x, y, z) and. two axial rotation motions ((|), cp). The coordinate system is 

defined as follows: the origin o is the point at which the incident beam strikes the sample 

surface, x is against the beam’s horizontal projection, y is perpendicular to x in the 

horizontal plane, and z is in the vertical direction. The incident plane contains the beam, x, 

and z. The beam has an incident angle 8 (~ 2°) relative to the horizontal. The horizontal 

plane contains x, n, y’, y, and t, where n is the sample normal, y’ is the zero axis of the 

goniometer, and t is sample’s horizontal axis in the surface plane. The manipulator’s cp 

motion rotates the sample about its normal, and the (j) motion rotates the sample about z 

axis (i.e. rotates the sample normal n away from x axis).

The HA-50 analyzer is mounted on the goniometer which is attached vertically on 

the turntable. The goniometer can swing the HA-50 up and down in vertical plane, which 

changes HA-50’s vertical acceptance direction \|/. The turntable can also spin HA-50 

about the vertical axis , which changes HA-50’s horizontal direction 0.

In the final measurement state, the center of goniometer is tuned to coincide with 

the hitting point of incident beam on the sample surface, and the turntable is also need to 

be level with the horizontal plane. In the actual measurement, (J) is fixed (62.5°), X}/ is fixed 

(0°, i.e. HA-50 is in the horizontal plane), 6 runs from 0° to 90°, and cp runs from 0° to 

360°.

Sample Preparation
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The substrate was an n-type (phosphor doped, 0.1 - 10 Q cm) Si (100) wafer with 

4° vicinal cut along [110] direction. It was cut from a 2" wafer of 0.012" thickness to a 

0.65" x 0.25" rectangular shape. The Si substrate is mounted on a sample holder and then 

loaded into the loadlock from air. The loadlock is then pumped down. After the pressure 

is better than lx IO"5 torr, it is transferred into the intermediate chamber where the base 

pressure is about 5xlO’10 torr. Then the Si substrate is heated to 500°C by direct heating 

(i.e. passing electric current though the sample directly) for several hours. This process is 

to outgas the sample holder to obtain a clean surrounding. When the pressure in the 

intermediate chamber is better than IxlO'9 torr, the sample is transferred into the analysis 

chamber where the base pressure is 5-7x1011 torr. The Si substrate is then heated to 

1150°C for 10 sec to burn off silicon oxide layers. A 2x1 single domain dominant LEED 

pattern is obtained.

The preparation of selenium on Si(IOO) is as follows. A piece of ZnSe single 

crystal is loaded in the evaporation source cell which is made of tantalum foil of 0.002" 

thickness and shaped like a boat. A K-type thermocouple is spot-welded onto the 

evaporation source cell to monitor the source temperature. Then a current is passed 

through the source to heat it. Before the deposition, the source must be ougased in order 

to obtain a clean deposition. The outgas process is a time-consuming job. The source has 

to be heated up slowly while maintaining the pressure within 10x1010 torr. When the 

source temperature is approaching 900°C, the pressure is kept better than 2x10 torr. At 

this temperature, the source evaporates Zn and Se atoms. After certain deposition time 

(about 3 to 5 min.), the Si substrate is covered by Zn and Se. Then the sample is annealed
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to 550°C. During this annealing process, Zn is removed and surface is covered with Se. 

LEED shows a Ixl pattern. The Si(IOO)-Serlxl system is then prepared.

The preparation of aluminum on Si (100) is not trivial, mainly because the 

outgasing of aluminum source is extremely difficult. Several attempts of making a working 

aluminum source were tested before a workable one was found. This source is made as 

follows. First, a basket is made with tantalum wire of 0.02" in diameter. Then, a piece of 

aluminum wire is curled and loosely packed into it. The basket can only be half-filled. 

Now a current is run through the basket to heat the aluminum. When the aluminum is just 

at melting point (660°C), the heating current is precisely controlled to let aluminum just 

flow and coat the tantalum basket wire. The conductance will have changed (increased) in 

the process so that a higher current is more likely needed in order to evaporate aluminum 

out. Here, patience plays an important role. The outgasing must be done in cycles, i.e. 

heating up the source and cooling it down, until the deposition rate is stable and the 

evaporation pressure is kept better than 2x1010 torr. At this time, the aluminum source is 

clean and ready for use. During the aluminum deposition, the Si substrate is kept at 

IOO0C. The deposition process is completed after a well ordered 2x2 LEED pattern is 

formed. Thus the Si (100)-Al:2x2 system is prepared.

Magnesium.on Silicon system is fairly easy to obtain. Magnesium evaporates at 

fairly low temperature (~ 350°C). A piece of bulk magnesium is placed into a tantalum 

boat. A K type thermocouple is spot-welded onto the tantalum boat for temperature 

monitoring. When the source has been successfully outgased, the deposition pressure is
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kept under IxlO"10 torr. After the deposition of magnesium onto silicon substrate, the 

sample is annealed to 350°C. A 2x2 LEED pattern is formed. The Si (100)-Mg:2x2 

system is then made.

Data Acquisition

Data Acquisition System Setup

The data acquisition setup is shown in the following diagram, which basically 

shows the connections among the monochromator, the HA-50, and the computer 

controlled system.

monochromator

monochromator 
control loopphotoelectrons HA-50

HA-50 scan 
TT controlphotons

sample Xk

signals Z

computer
channeltronpre-amplifier

amplifier

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the connections among the monochromator, HA-50, and
computer controlled system.
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In above figure, the monochromator control loop is for the selection of photon 

energy. It consists of 2 pairs of control cables. One pair is for ERG and the other one is 

for the Seya. The HA-50 scan control loop connects the computer to HA-50. After the 

photon energy is selected, the computer sends out kinetic energy scan signals to HA-50 

where to start the scan and where to end, and HA-50 responds accordingly. At the same 

time, photoelectron signals are multiplied by channeltron, then amplified by the pre

amplifier and the amplifier, and finally recorded by the computer to the corresponding 

kinetic energy. Thus an energy distribution curve (EDC) is obtained (see Fig. 14).

4000-

3000-

Zn 3dS e 3d

SI Auger1000-

KINETIC ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 14. EDC wide scan of ZnSe/Si taken at room temperature (photon energy 130 eV).

Data Acquisition Procedures
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The photoelectron holography data is achieved by obtaining a series of CIS 

spectra. As described in chapter 2, a CIS spectrum is a I(k) (photoelectron intensity) vs. k 

(electron momentum) spectrum for a given initial state electron at a fixed emission angle.

As an example, in the case of Si(IOO)-Serlxl sample, a Se 3d EDC spectrum is 

measured at a certain photon energy (see Fig. 15) at a fixed emission angle.

800

&O

Z3
8

600

400

200

Se 3d

Si(100):Se-1x1

tn = 197.7 eV 

6 = Op1 <)> = Op

J_____j_____ I_ I **«*•••.«•.»
134 136 138 140

KINETIC ENERGY (eV)

Fig 15. A typical EDC curve of Se 3d taken at normal emission direction.

The Se 3d signal intensity is calculated and normalized to the mesh current which 

is recorded at the same time when Se 3d EDC spectrum is measured. The Se 3d signal 

intensity and its electron wave number k value are stored. The electron wave number k is 

calculated by the following formula,
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Zzv =Ti2I^Ilmc +Eb (3.1)

which basically is the energy conservation law, where Ti=HIln, Inc is the electron mass, and 

Eb is the binding energy of a given initial state of the adsorbate.

When the first Se 3d EDC spectrum is finished and stored, the photon energy is 

then changed to another value, and the second Se 3d EDC starts, and so forth. After all 

the Se 3d EDC’s are measured from the highest photon energy to the lowest photon 

energy, we have obtained a CIS spectrum by plotting out the Se 3d signal intensity vs. 

corresponding k value. In the following figure, a typical CIS spectrum is shown for the Se 

adsorbate of initial state 3d on Si (100) surfaces. The vertical coordinate represents Se 3d 

signal intensity, while the horizontal coordinate represents the electron wave number k.

25000

20000 -

3  15000-

q  5
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••••

5000-

ELECTRON WAVE NUMBER k (1/A)

Fig. 16. Atypical CIS spectrum of Se 3 d  taken at 9 = 45°, (|) = 50° for Si(100-Se:lxl.
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The CIS measurements were carried out at 95 different angles over the first 

quadrant (tu/4 steradians) of the emission hemisphere (TC steradians), which is an 

irreducible region (see Fig. 17). The Si(100)2xl surface has two-fold rotational symmetry 

about the [001] direction and two mirror planes along two principal axes [110] and [110]. 

The CIS’s are spread out in the space with equal solid angle spacing, i.e. 0.0083 steradians 

per CIS point. The polar angle spacing AG is kept constant (usually 7.5°). To ensure 

uniform distribution of the measuring positions in the emission hemisphere, the azimuthal 

angle spacing A(J) is then calculated by the following formula

A(|) = AG / sinG. (3.2)

Z [001]

____—

Y [110]

X [110]

Fig. 17. Schematic drawing of the distribution of measured CIS positions in the first
quadrant of the emission hemisphere.
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The above figure is a demonstration of the distribution of the CIS positions in the 

first quadrant of the emission hemisphere defined by the positive directions of x, y, and z 

axes, which correspond to [I I 0], [110], and [001] directions respectively.

EDC Peak Fitting

The measured EDC spectra of the adsorbates are first fitted with Gaussian peaks 

and linear backgrounds as given in the following formula:

where the index i stands for the z'th EDC curve in a CIS spectrum, Yi(Et) is the EDC count 

rate normalized to the mesh current, E‘ is the scan energy argument starts at E11 and ends 

at E j, Yoi is the peak count rate, £</ is the peak position, F1 is the peak width, B01. and B /  

are the coefficients for the linear background function.

The integration of the z'th EDC’s Gaussian peak over the scanned energy range will 

give us the signal intensity /(&,) at £•, i.e.

Data Analysis

Y i(Ei) = Yoi + (Boi + BjiEi), E'e. (Es, Ej) (3.3)

(3.4)

where k  and E01 satisfy the following condition, 

hv i = Zz2 ki 2Ilmc + Eq1 (3.5)

where hv is the photon energy used for the z'th EDC.
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Repeating operation (3.5) for all the k ’s (from ^min to Zrm ax) ,  we obtain a CIS 

spectrum with discrete points as shown in previous figure, where Zrm m  is the lowest 

electron wave number and Zrmax is the highest.

CIS Inversion and Image Transform

The discrete CIS spectrum is spline-fitted to obtain a continuous / ( Z r ) .  A non- 

diffractive curve Z o (Z r)  is generated for each CIS from the given data using a spline smooth 

routine in GENPLOT.31 Fig. 18 shows the original data points, / ( Z r )  and Z0(Z r) .

25000

20000 -

%  C 15000-

5000-

ELECTRON WAVE NUMBER k (1/A)

Fig. 18. A CIS Spectrum / ( Z r ) ,  and a non-diffractive reference curve Z0(Z r)  of Se 3d taken
at6  = 45°, <(> = 50° for Si(100)-Se:lxl.
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The Io{k) curve is used as a reference in the calculation of the normalized 

diffraction curve %(&) (see Fig. 19), which is obtained by the following operation (c/ 

Eq.(2.85))

%(&) = /(&) / W )  - I. (3.6)

0 .1 5 -

0.10-

0 .0 5 -

0.00 -

-0 .05-

-0 . 10 -

ELECTRON WAVE NUMBER k (1/A)

Fig. 19. The normalized diffraction curve %(&) of Se 3d at 0 = 45°, <j) = 50° for system
Si(IOO)-SetlxL

Repeating operation (3.6) for all the CIS’s, a series of %(6) curves are obtained for 

the first quadrant of the emission hemisphere. The %(&) curves are then mapped to the 

whole emission hemisphere according to the symmetry of the sample system.
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The normalized %{k) curves are then inverted to the transform function <$> ( k , R)

(Cf Eq. (2.88))

<$>(k,R)= fkm" %(k,6) e ikR eikR g(k) dk (3.7)Jkmn

where g(k) is the transform window function for reducing the noise near km-m and kmay.. In 

this work, g(k) is chosen to be the Hanning function which is given in formula (2.89).

During the transform, the inner-potential effect needs to be considered (cf. Chapter 

2). The measured wave vector is actually in the vacuum side. The wave vector k in the 

above transform integral (3.6) is actually inside the sample. If k denotes the electron wave 

vector inside the sample and k' for outside the sample (vacuum side), the relationship 

between these two quantities are given by Eqs (2.2a), (2.2b), and (2.3). Rewriting them in 

a spherical coordinate system, we have

k = (k'2 + Im cVZh2)112 (3.8a)

0 =  sin1 [(fc'SinG')/£] (3.8b)

(J) = (J)' (3.8c)

where k=(&,0,(J)), k'=(fc',0 ',(J)O in spherical coordinate system, and V=IO eV in this work.

Finally, the image function U(K) is constructed in the form of Eq. (2.117) using 

small-cone method. Inside the cone, a coordinate system is set up with the cone axis to be 

the polar axis denoted by z'. The polar angle of the cone coordinates is denoted by a, with 

its direction being the same as that of 0. The azimuthal angle of the cone coordinates is 

denoted by p. For a given direction (Ocj(J)c) of the cone axis, the transformation matrix
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from the small-cone coordinate system to the emission hemisphere coordinates is given 

below

zcos <|)c -Sin(J)c Oxz 
sin (J)c cos <j>c 0

0 0 I A

cos0c
0

-sin  6,

0 sin 0( ^
1 0
0 cos0

(3.9)

c J

The unit vector x in the direction (a, (3) in the small-cone coordinate system is given as

follows

x '= (since cos[3, sina sin(3, cos|3). (3.10)

The corresponding unit vector x in the emission hemisphere system has the following 

relationship with x'

x = (x, y, z) = x'M t (3.11)

where Mt is the transpose matrix of M.

Thus we have obtained the angle relationship between the small-cone coordinates

and the emission hemisphere coordinates as given below

(0, (J)) = (cos'\z), Ig1CyZx)) (3.12)

with

x= (cos0c since cos(3 + sin0c cosoc )cos<t)c - since sin[3 Sin(J)c, (3.13a)

y= (cos0c since cos|3 + sin0c cosce )sin(j)c + since sin|3 cos(j)c, (3.13b)

z= (- sin0c since cos(3 + cos0c cosce). (3.13c)

Since the small-cone moves in the space during the image transform, only those CIS’s 

inside the cone need to be inverted to ensure the same angular distribution of the CIS’s 

used for all the small cones. To accomplish this, a set of angles (a,-,|3y) are chosen, in the
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small-cone coordinate system with its cone axis in the direction (0C, (|)c), by keeping Act; 

constant while A(3 is changed as Aa/sina;. Thus formulas (3.12) and (3.13) are used 

during the image transform for such purpose, i.e.

(Qh tyj) = (cos'^zy), tg^yij/xy)

with

XiJ= (cosGc since; cospy + sin0c cosa,- )cos(j)c - sina,- cospy smtyc,

Yij= (cosGc sina,- cosPy + SinGc cosa, )sin(|)c + sina,- cosP7- cos(|)c,

Z ij=  (- SinQc sina,- cosPy + CosGc cosa,-),

Thus transformed image function is in discrete data form. It is then interpolated in 

three dimensional fashion by Mathematica®2 to form a continuous image function t/(R), 

from which various kinds of image plots are made. The image plots are also displayed by 

Mathematica® - a commercial software for scientific computation and graphical display.

(3.14)

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

(3.15c)
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the data are reported for three systems, Si(IOO)-SeTxl, Si(IOO)- 

Al:2x2, and Si(100)-Mg:2x2, which have been investigated and the interfacial structures 

are obtained from the experimental results. Each of these three systems displays its 

unique structural features, as discussed in the following sections.

Si(IOO)-SeTxl

The substrate is Si(IOO) with 4° miscut along [011] direction. The miscut sample 

is used to obtain a single-domain biatomic-step-height surface for clean silicon. After 

Si(IOO) is annealed to I IOO0C, a 2x1 LEED pattern is observed as depicted in Fig. 20.

t  Y

(-1/2,1) r> „•»„

( - 1/ 2,0)

( - 1,0) (0,0)

( 1/2,0)
• ----- »(1,0) X

(-1.-1) *
(-1/2,-1) (o,-l) (1/2,-1)

•  O  •  •  ( 1 , - 1 )

Fig. 20. Si(100)-2xl LEED pattern after I IOO0C annealing. The x-y plane is in the sample 
surface, while the x-axis is along the Si-Si dimer bond direction as will be seen in Fig. 21. 
The spots are labeled with indices for identification.
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The 2x1 LEED pattern of the clean Si(IOO) surface is due to the reconstruction of 

surface Si atoms by forming Si-Si dimers which minimize the number of dangling bonds 

on the surface such that the surface energy is minimized. The Si dimer structure of the 

clean Si(IOO) surface is shown in Fig. 21.

: 1st layer Si •  2nd layer Si •  3rd layer Si • 4th layer Si 

# ------#  Si-Si dimer

Fig. 21. Diagram of the reconstructed Si(IOO) surface. The top layer Si atoms form Si-Si
dimer bonds to minimize surface energy.

After the selenium-adsorbed silicon surface was prepared, as described in the 

"sample preparation" section of chapter 3, the surface structure has changed from a 

single-domain (2x1) geometry of clean Si(IOO) to well-ordered (1x1). Apparently, 

selenium completely removes the reconstruction formed by surface silicon dimers.

The atomic image obtained by the transform method described in chapter 2 shows 

that Se adsorbates occupy the bridge sites. Since the image function (c/. Eq.(2.118)) has



three position variables x, y, and z, the display of such image cannot be carried out in an 

ordinary two dimensional way. As the transform suggested, the intensity maximum 

positions of the image function correspond to the substrate atom positions in real space. 

By slicing the three-dimensional image and displaying the image intensity in two 

dimensional plot in gray-scale plot (i.e., the darker the spot, the higher the intensity), we 

can examine the three-dimensional image and obtain the atomic positions. The two- 

dimensional image plot is often referred to as the "image cut". A horizontal or vertical cut 

means a two-dimensional image plot parallel or perpendicular to the sample surface.

Now, let us examine the Se image. Figure 22 is a horizontal cut of the image 

function at Z= -1.1 A. Intensity maxima labeled by A, B, A’, and B’ are due to first-layer 

Si atoms from double-domain surfaces. Labels with no prime represent the contribution 

from domain I in which Si-Se-Si bonding plane (i.e., the plane containing Se and two 

bonded Si atoms) is parallel to the step edges, and labels with primes represent domain II 

in which Si-Se-Si bonding plane is perpendicular to the step edges (see Fig. 28(b)). 

Domain I has 90° rotation with respect to domain H Figure 23 is another horizontal cut at 

Z= -2.4 A. There are four intensity maxima marked by C/F’, D/C’, E/D’, and F/E’. The 

label C/F’ means C and F’ coincide at the same place (such definition applies to the 

whole discussion unless otherwise noted). The four intensity maxima are due to second- 

layer Si atoms. Figures 24 and 25 display the horizontal image cuts passing through the 

third and the fourth Si layers respectively. The intensity values for the nearest Si atoms 

are the strongest and are normalized to 100. The intensity values for the second-, third-, 

and fourth-nearest Si atoms are 12, 3, and 4 respectively. Figure 26 is an X-Z vertical

63
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planar cut at Y= 0. In panel (a), there are two intensity maxima labeled by A and B which 

are due to the first layer Si atoms. The Se emitter is at the center of the cross. This clearly 

show Se adsorbate occupies the bridge site. The first-layer Si atoms (A and B) show the 

strongest intensity while the third- (G’ and H’) and fourth- (J/JH) layer Si atoms are barely 

seen in panel (a). After intensity magnification by a factor of 35, the third- and fourth- 

nearest Si atoms show the same plotting intensity in panel (b) as that of the nearest Si 

atoms in panel (a). The same characteristic can be seen in Fig. 27, which is a Y-Z vertical 

planar cut at X= 0.

Fig. 28(a) is a three-dimensional diagram based on the image results. Fig. 28 (b) 

and (c) are the decomposed structures for Sel and Se2, which belong to two different 

domains.

The image plots clearly show that (I) Se adsorbates occupy the bridge sites, and 

(2) two adsorption domains are formed on the surface. Fig. 29(b) is a schematic drawing 

of Se-adsorbed two-domain surfaces. To begin with, clean Si(IOO) surfaces present a 

single-domain 2x1 LEED patterns, as a result of the formation of the biatomic-step 

surfaces and the Si dimer bonds parallel to the step edges (see Fig. 29(a)). 33 If Se 

adsorbates occupied only the bridge sites, the image plots would have only shown 

intensity maximum positions marked by the labels with no primes. The emergence of Se- 

adsorbed two-domain surfaces indicates that the Si surfaces have undergone through a 

rearrangement during the adsorption process.

Early studies of Se on Si(IOO) have found that surface etching can occur during 

the Se deposition process.9 34 Following this argument, it can be assumed that etching has
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occurred on the Si surfaces, changing them from a double-step configuration to that of a 

single-step (monatomic step), which manifests double-domain structures.

A model is proposed for such domain change during the Se adsorption process 

(see Fig. 30). At 550°C, surface Si atoms are very mobile. With the assistance of Se, a 

quarter of the Si atoms (shaded area in Fig. 30(a)) on the upper terrace move down to the 

lower terrace, to form double domain surfaces, followed by the adsorption of Se on the 

rearranged Si surfaces. The terrace width of a double domain surface (Fig. 30(b)) is only 

half of that of a single domain surface. For the 4° miscut Si(IOO) surface, the former is 

about 19A, and the latter is about 3 8A.

The atomic positions and image intensities of Si scatterers are listed in Table I. 

Theoretical calculations of Si atomic positions are also listed. It can be seen that positions 

obtained from experimental results and theoretical calculations are in good agreement.

Table I. The atomic positions and image intensities of Si atoms of Si(IOO)-Se: 1x1. The 
origin is at the Se emitter, the x-axis is along [110] parallel to the step edges, and the y- 
axis is along [110] perpendicular to the step edges.______________________________
I Si Atom 

Labels
Corresponding 

Si layer
Image

Intensity
Atomic Position (A) 

Experiment Theory8
A first 90 (-1.7, 0, -1.1) (-1.899, 0, -1.265)
B first 90 (1.7, 0, -1.1) ( 1.899, 0,-1.265)
A5 first 100 (0,-1.8,-1.1) (0,-1.899,-1.265)
B’ first • 100 (0,1.8,-1.1) (0, 1.899,-1.265)

C/F’ second 12 (-2.0, 1.9,-2.4) (-1.899,1.899, -2.668)
D/C’ second 12 (-1.9,-2.0, -2.4) (-1.899, -1.899, -2.668) ,
E/D’ second 12 (1.8,-1.9, -2.4) (1.899, -1.899, -2.668)
F/E’ second 12 (1.8, 1.9, -2.4) (1.899,1.899, -2.668)

G third 3 (0, 1.8-3.8) (0, 1.899, -4.022)
H third 3 (-0,-2.1-3.6) (0,-1.899, -4.022)
G’ third 4 (-2.0, 0, -3.6) (-1.899, 0, -4.022)
H’ third 4 (-1.8, 0, -3.8) (1.899, 0, -4.022)
j / r fourth 4 (0, 0, -5.1) N/A
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Fig. 22. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -1.1 A for Si(IOO)-Se: 1x1. 
Intensity maxima labeled by A, B, A’, B’ are due to first-layer-Si atoms of two domains 
(A and B for domain I, and A’ and B’ for domain II). The intensity maxima values are 
100. The x-axis is along the [I I 0] direction parallel to the step edges, and the y-axis is 
along [110] perpendicular to the step edges. This coordinate convention applies to the rest 
of the discussion, unless otherwise noted.
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Fig. 23. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z= -2.4 A for Si(IOO)-Se: 1x1.
Intensity maxima labeled by C/F\ D/C’, E/D’, F/E’ are due to second-layer Si atoms. The
intensity values at the maximum positions are 12.
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Fig. 24. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z=-3.7A for Si(IOO)-Se: lx I.
Intensity maxima labeled by G, H, G \ H’ are due to third-layer Si atoms. The intensity
values are 4 for G’ (H') and 3 for G (H).
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Fig. 25. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z= -5.1 A for Si(IOO)-Se: lx I.
The intensity maximum labeled by J/J’ is due to the fourth-layer Si atoms. The intensity
value is 4.
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(b)

Fig. 26. X-Z vertical planar cut of the image function at Y= 0 for Si(100)-Se:lxl: (a) 
image cut contains the Se emitter at the center of the cross; (b) image cut with intensity 
magnification of 35.
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Fig. 27. Y-Z vertical planar cut of the image function at X= 0 for Si(IOO)-Se: lx I: (a) 
image cut contains the Se emitter at the cross; (b) image with intensity magnification of 
35.
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Fig. 28. (a) a 3-D diagram of Si(IOO)-Se:Ixl image results. Figures (b) and (c) are the 
two adsorption structures used to decompose (a). Sel stands for Se atoms in the Se-Si 
bonding planes parallel to the step edges, and Se2 for those in the bonding planes 
perpendicular to the step edges. The meanings of other labels are described in previous 
image plots.
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S i - S i  d i m e r
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D o m a i n - I I

Fig. 29. Diagrams of (a) biatomic-step single-domain Si( 100)2x1 surfaces, where the step 
height is ao/2; and (b) Se-adsorbed Si(IOO)-Ixl two-domain surfaces, where the step 
height is Q0M.
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S t e p  e d g e
S i - S i  d i m e r
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0̂  ^

(a)

°  S e - S i  b o n d

Domain I

Domain II

Fig. 30. Schematic drawing of the domain change process during the adsorption of Se on 
Si(IOO): (a) A quarter of the top-layer Si atoms (shaded area) in the upper terrace move 
downward to form single-step double-domain surfaces, followed by the adsorption of Se 
atoms on the rearranged Si surfaces in the bridge sites(b).
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Si(100VAl:2x2

The aluminum-adsorbed Si(IOO) surfaces at 0.5 monolayer coverage of Al atoms 

display a (2x2) LEED pattern. Previous studies suggest that Al adatoms form dimers on 

top of the Si surfaces, while preserving the underlying Si dimer configuration. The 

orientation of the Al ad-dimers, with respect to the direction of the underlying Si dimer 

bonds, has been investigated extensively but has not been established. Some studies 

suggest the orthogonal ad-dimer structure,1718 while others suggest the parallel ad-dimer 

configuration. 19 20 2122 Figure 31 is a drawing of the parallel and orthogonal Al ad-dimer 

structures.

This study has used the biatomic-step single-domain Si(100)-2xl sample as the 

substrate. The Si(100)-2xl single-domain surface is prepared by flashing to IlOO0C and 

cooling down to room temperature. Then, Al is deposited onto the substrate surface at 

room temperature, and a (2x2) LEED pattern is observed when the Al coverage is about 

half of a monolayer (see Fig. 32).

(-U)o
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( - 1,0) **
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O
(-1/2,-I)

0 / 2, 1)O 0 ( 1, 1)

(0,1/2)

( 1/2,1/2)
O

( 1/2,0)

(0,0)
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( 1,0)

> X

(1/2,-1/2)
O O O
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b o o  (i , -i ) 
(0,-1) (l/2,-l)

Fig. 32. Si(100)-Al:2x2 LEED pattern at half of a monolayer coverage of Al. The x-y 
plane is in the sample surface with the x-axis parallel to the underlying Si-Si dimer bond. 
The spots are labeled with indices for easy identification.
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Now, let us examine the image result. Figure 33 is an X-Z vertical planar cut 

parallel to the step edges at Y = 0. The image plot clearly shows two intensity maximum 

points labeled by Cl and C2 separated by 1.2 A, which are due to the second-layer Si 

atoms. Figure 34 is an X-Y horizontal planar cut at Z= -2.6 A parallel to the crystal face. 

The maximum image intensity value, at C1(C2), is 100. Figure 35 is a line scan (i.e. a 

one-dimensional intensity-position plot) passing through Cl and C2 at Y=O and Z=-2.6A. 

Figure 36 is an X-Y horizontal planar cut parallel to the step edges at Z = -1.2 A. The 

intensity maxima labeled by BI, B2, B3, B4 are due to the first-layer Si atoms. Figure 37 

is an X-Z vertical planar cut passing through BI and B4, and Fig. 38 is the corresponding 

constant-intensity contour plot. The big spot at the center of the image plot labeled by 

‘C1/C2’ is due to the intensity overlapping from Cl and C2. The intensity value at 

B1(B4) is 32.

The Al ad-dimer structure cannot be seen immediately in the image pattern 

because Al atoms in a dimer are not at the equivalent adsorption sites. Figure 39 (a) is a 

magnified drawing of the dashed square in Fig. 31 (a), where a  I and «2 are the Al 

adatoms in a parallel ad-dimer, BI and B2 are the Si atoms in the first layer, and Cl and 

C2 are the Si atoms in the second layer. It can be seen that the local environment is 

different for ocl and oc2. a l  is much closer to Si atoms (BI, B3, and Cl) on the left side 

than those (B2, B4, and C4) on the right side, while a2 is just the opposite. Hence, we say 

that a  I and a2 are two inequivalent emitters occupying two inequivalent adsorption sites.

The same discussion applies to the orthogonal Al ad-dimer configuration where a  I and
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a2 are also at two inequivalent sites in Fig. 40 (a).

The photoelectron holographic image is an overall effect of the diffraction 

patterns contributed by all the equivalent and inequivalent emitters. The origin of the 

image is the origin of the transform of each individual hologram produced by each 

individual emitter. In the above case, the holograms generated by a  I and a2 are 

superimposed with each other. The origin (emitter center) is actually occupied by both a l  

and oc2. Thus, the overall diffraction pattern consists two kinds of holograms produced by 

a l  and o2. It will look like what is shown in Fig. 39 (b) if Al ad-dimers are parallel to the 

underlying Si dimer bonds. Si atoms on the right are so far apart from a l  that the 

diffraction effect is too week to be seen. The same argument applies for Si atoms on the 

left as seen by a2. Therefore, the holographic image result clearly shows that Al 

adsorbates form parallel ad-dimers.

Now, let us consider the orthogonal Al ad-dimer case. As discussed above, the 

two Al adatoms (a I and o2) in an orthogonal ad-dimer are also inequivalent. The overall 

diffraction pattern should look like what is depicted in Fig. 40(b) after superimposing the 

diffraction patterns generated by a l  and o2. This diffraction pattern is very different from 

that of the parallel ad-dimer shown in Fig. 39(b). The image result definitely does not 

agree with the former. The orthogonal Al ad-dimer model is therefore excluded.

Once again, the interfacial structure of aluminum on Si(IOO) is directly 

determined by photoelectron holographic imaging technique. There is no model 

calculation involved in the whole process.
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A list of positions and intensity values of Si atoms in the image plots is given in 

Table 2.

Table 2. Positions and image intensities of Si atoms for Si(100)-Al:2x2. The origin is at 
the Al emitters ocl/a2, the x-axis is along [110] parallel to the step edges, and the y-axis 
is along [110] perpendicular to the step edges._________________________________

I Si Atom Labels Corresponding 
Si layer

Image Intensity Position (A) I

BI first 32 (-1.2, 1.8, -1.2)
B2 first 32 (1.2, 1.8,-1.2)
B3 first 32 (-1.2,-1.8,-1.2)
B4 first 32 ( 1.2,-1.8,-1.2)
Cl second 100 (-0.6, 0.0, -2.6)
C2 second' 100 (-0.6, 0.0, -2.6)

A comparison of experimental results and theoretical calculations of Al dimer and 

Si underlying dimer lengths is given in Table 3. The bulk value (3.80 A) of the distance 

from Cl to C2 is used in the separation of a  I and «2 to obtain the Al dimer and the 

underlying Si dimer lengths. It can be seen that experimental results and theoretical 

calculations agree very well on the dimer bond lengths and silicon plane positions.

Table 3. Experimental results and theoretical calculations of the bond lengths for the Al 
ad-dimer and the underlying Si dimer. The bulk value (3.80 A) of the distance from Cl to 
C2 is used in the separation of a l  and a2 to obtain the Al dimer and the underlying Si 
dimer lengths. Azl is the separation between the planes containing Al ad-dimers and Si 
dimers. Az2 is the separation between the Al dimer plane and the second-layer Si plane.

Bond lengths (A) I
Experiment Theory20

Si-Si dimer 2.6 2.44
Al ad-dimer 2.6 2.69
Si-Al bond 2.5 2.47

Azl 1.2 1.10
Az2 2.6 N/A
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Fig. 31. Schematic drawing of (a) parallel and (b) orthogonal Al ad-dimer models.
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Fig. 33. An X-Z vertical planar cut parallel to the step edges at Y=O for Si(100)-Al:2x2. 
The intensity maxima labeled by CI and C2 are due to second-layer Si atoms, which have 
the strongest intensity values.
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Fig. 34. An X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -2.6 A for Si(IOO)- 
Al:2x2. Image plane is parallel to the crystal face. Intensity maxima labeled by Cl and C2 
are due to second-layer Si atoms.
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Fig. 35. A line scan passing through intensity maximum positions Cl and C2 for Si(IOO)- 
Al:2x2. The x-axis is parallel to the step edges. Cl and C2 are the strongest intensity 
positions.
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Fig. 36. An X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -1.2 A for Si(IOO)- 
AI:2x2. Image plane is parallel to the crystal face. Intensity maxima labeled by BI, B2, 
B3, B4 are due to first-layer Si atoms.
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Fig. 37. A vertical planar cut through BI and B4 for Si(100)-Al:2x2. ‘C1/C2’ is due to 
the intensity overlapping of Cl and C2 (see Fig. 31). Se atom is at the center of the cross.
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Fig. 38. Intensity contour plot of the vertical planar cut through BI and B2 for Si(IOO)- 
Al:2x2. The numbers are the intensity values at the centers of the loops.
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Fig. 39. (a) Local geometry of a parallel Al ad-dimer, (b) Corresponding photoelectron 
holographic pattern. The labels have the same meaning explained in previous image plots.
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Fig. 40. (a) Local geometry of an orthogonal Al ad-dimer, (b) Corresponding 
photoelectron holographic pattern.
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Si(100VMg:2x2

The structure of Mg on Si(IOO) had not been reported at the time (June, 1994) 

when this experimental work was carried out. We chose to investigate this totally 

unknown system to obtain its structural information by means of photoelectron 

holography.

A 2x2 LEED pattern was obtained for Mg on Si(IOO) after the deposition of Mg 

and subsequent annealing.at 350°C. The image plot in Fig. 41 shows four-fold symmetry 

on an X-Y horizontal planar cut parallel to the crystal face at Z= -1.0 A. The intensity 

maxima marked by A, B, C, and D are due to the first-layer Si atoms. The intensity values 

of those points have the value 100. Figure 42 is a vertical planar cut through A and D. 

The intensity maximum marked by G is due to the third-layer Si atoms, whose intensity 

value decreases to 7. Figure 43 is the horizontal planar cut through G parallel to the 

crystal face. Fig. 44 shows an X-Y horizontal planar cut at Z = -2.4 A. Two even weaker 

spots of intensity value 3 marked by E and F are assigned to the second-layer Si atoms. 

The four spots labeled by ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘D’ are due to the shadowing of the first-layer 

Si atoms A, B, C, and D (c/. Fig. 41).

Fig. 45 is a three-dimensional schematic drawing of the local atomic structure 

based on the image results.

Table 4 lists the positions and intensity values of Si scatterers for Si(100)-Mg:2x2. 

Since there are no theoretical calculations available at this time for this structure, the Si

bulk values are used for comparison.
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Table 4. Positions and image intensities of Si atoms for Si(100)-Mg:2x2. The origin is at 
the Mg emitter , the x-axis is along [110] parallel to the step edges, and the y-axis is 
along [110] perpendicular to the step edges. Si bulk values are used in the column labeled 
“theory” for comparison since there are no theoretical calculations available for the 
Si(100)-Mg:2x2 structure.

Si Atom 
Labels

Corresponding 
Si layer

Image
Intensity

Positions (A)
Experiment Theory

A first 100 (-1.6,1.6,-1.0) (-1.9, 1.9, -1.34)
B first 100 (1.6, 1.6,-1.0) (1.9, 1.9,-1.34)
C first 100 (-1.6, -1.6 ,-1.0) (-1.9,-1.9,-1.34)
D first 100 (1.6, -1.6, -1.0) (1.9,-1.9,-1.34)
E second 3 (-1.8, 0,- 2.4) (-1.9, 0, -2.69)
F second 3 (1.8, 0, -2.4) (1.9,0, -2.69)
G third 7 (0, 0, -4.0) - (0, 0, -4.03)

A final interfacial structure for Si(100)-Mg:2x2 is given in Fig. 46 based on the 

experimental results from the photoelectron holographic imaging and LEED observation. 

The magnesium atoms occupy the alternating four-fold hollow sites.

In late 1994, a LEED and Auger study of Si(IOO)-Mg system was reported.23 The 

same (2x2) LEED pattern was observed after the deposition of Mg and subsequent 

annealing at 325°C. The model proposed in the report has been verified by the 

photoelectron holographic imaging result reported in this thesis.

Let us examine the behavior of Mg adsorbates on Si(IOO) surface. Mg has two 3S 

electrons. If there exist some kinds of magnesium silicide, magnesium-silicon bond will 

be formed. Just by examining Si(IOO) surface, the bridge site is the perfect candidate for 

the formation of magnesium-silicon bond so that the surface silicon dangling bonds will 

be saturated by magnesium’s two 3S electrons. But the photoelectron holographic image 

results do not show any occupation of magnesium adsorbates in the bridge sites. In fact,
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magnesium adsorbates stay in the alternate four-fold hollow sites. This may indicate that 

the magnesium-adsorbed surface might be metallic. A way to verify this idea is to do an I- 

V study with an STM setup.

The desorption temperature of magnesium on Si(IOO) is less than 450°C. This 

temperature is too low to break any silicide bonding. This may also suggest that no 

magnesium-silicon bonds are formed and surface might be metallic.

Although structural information was obtained for Si(100)-Mg:2x2 by 

photoelectron holographic imaging, the understanding of the formation of such structure 

requires further theoretical and experimental studies of the electron structure.
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Fig. 41. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -1.0 A for Si(IOO)- 
Mg:2x2. The image plane is parallel to the crystal face. The intensity maxima labeled by 
A, B, C, D are due to first-layer Si atoms. Intensity maxima values for A, B, C, and D are 
100.
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Fig. 42. Vertical planar cut of the image function through the diagonal plane contains A, 
D, and G silicon atoms for Si(100)-Mg:2x2. Intensity maxima labeled by A and D are due 
to first-layer Si atoms, and G is due to third-layer Si atoms. The intensity value is 100 for 
A and D, and 7 for G. The x-axis is along the [010] direction, and the z-axis is along the 
[001] direction (sample normal).
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Fig. 43. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -4.0 A for Si(IOO)- 
Mg:2x2. The image plane is parallel to the crystal face. The intensity maximum labeled 
by G is due to third-layer Si atoms. Intensity magnification is 14. The intensity value for 
G is 7.
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Fig. 44. X-Y horizontal planar cut of the image function at Z = -2.4 A for Si(IOO)- 
Mg:2x2. The image plane is parallel to the crystal face. The intensity maxima labeled by 
E and F are due to the second-layer Si atoms and those labeled ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C \ 'D' are due 
to the shadowing of first-layer Si atoms A, B, C, and D. Intensity magnification is 20. 
Intensity values for E and F are 3, which is only 3% of the strongest labeled by A, B, C, D 
in Fig. 37. The x-axis is parallel to the step edges, and the y-axis is perpendicular to the 
step edges.
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Fig. 45. A 3-D schematic drawing of the local atomic structure of Si(100)-Mg:2x2 
obtained from photoelectron holographic imaging results. The x-axis is parallel to the 
step edges.
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Fig. 46. Schematic drawing of the interfacial structure of Si(100)-Mg:2x2 obtained by 
photoelectron holographic imaging (PHI) and LEED results.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

In this thesis work, photoelectron holographic imaging (PHI) has demonstrated its 

unique power in the determination of interfacial structures. The advantages of the PHI 

technique are its three-dimensional imaging capability and its non-intrusive nature.

Taking advantage of this technique, we have studied the interfacial structure of 

Si(IOO)-Se:Ixl and found that Se adsorbates occupy the bridge sites. The Si surfaces are 

reconstructed, under the influence of Se atoms, transforming the biatomic-step surfaces to 

monatomic-step surfaces. This implies that Se atoms react with the Si surfaces and that 

etching occurs during the process of forming Si(IOO)-Se: 1x1.

The photoelectron holographic study of Si(100)-Al:2x2 apparently settles the 

long-standing issue whether parallel or orthogonal Al ad-dimers are formed on Si(IOO) 

surfaces. The image result has clearly shown that Al adatoms form parallel ad-dimers.

This is the first time that the photoelectron holographic imaging technique has 

been applied to an unexplored system, Si(100)-Mg:2x2. The image results successfully 

show that Mg adsorbates occupy the four-fold hollow sites. In conjunction with the LEED

work, an interfacial structure is obtained.
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In applying photoelectron holography to complex samples, it is important to 

recognize that image obtained is an overall effect of the photoelectron holographic 

patterns generated by all the equivalent and inequivalent emitters. The more inequivalent 

emitters, the more complicated the system is, and the more difficult it is to obtain the 

correct structure. Often using photoelectron holographic imaging, this can be detrimental: 

no unambiguous structures can be obtained. All the successful image results to date are 

obtained from single-site or double-site systems.

Finally, although adsorbate photoelectron holography will still be one of the major 

tools in the study of interfacial structures, surface core-level photoelectron holography 

and chemical-shift-component photoelectron diffraction have also attracted researchers 

attention in the determination of elemental and compound material surface structures.35"37
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A complete set of 57 CIS’s measured in the first quadrant of 

the emission hemisphere for Si(IOO)-Se: Ixl
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